Understanding Organizational Commitment and Satisfaction among Scout Volunteers
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Abstract
Organizational commitment considered as the important issue in any types of organization. Majority studies have been addressed on organizational commitment among profit worker. Oppositely, studies about organizational commitment addressed for volunteer to run the program generally engage with nonprofit organization tend to be lack. This study was conducted to emerge organizational commitment in different aspect within nonprofit organization especially related to non-formal education as well as extension education. The objective of the study is to examine relationship between satisfaction and organizational commitment among scout volunteer. The research used quantitative method to analyze the data. The instrument to collect the data used questionnaire adapted from previous studies. It
was divided into several parts: demographic information, Volunteer Satisfaction Index (VSI), and Organizational commitment (OCQ). By using simple random sampling technique, the questionnaire was administered to 220 respondents from scout center organization in Samarinda-East Kalimantan, Indonesia. Only 207 samples (94%) could be applied for data analysis whereby the rest were considered incomplete answer. The data was analyzed through descriptive as well as inferential statistic. The finding of the study revealed that two of four dimensions from job satisfaction namely organizational support and group integration considered having correlation towards organizational commitment, conversely, organizational efficacy and empowerment were failed to have correlation with organizational commitment. Several implications and recommendation related to the subject were provided in this study.
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**1. Introduction**

Generally, volunteer is an activity performed with intention to help others and without expectation of monetary or material compensation (Harootyan, 1996; Okun & Schultz, 2003). Related to this study, volunteer have been discussed as preliminary from two aspects precisely from non formal education (NFE) and nonprofit organization (NPO). NFE is having similar function with extension education that is providing activities outside formal institution. According to Merriam and Cafarella (1999), NFE is the opposite of formal education likewise school institution, otherwise, NFE tends to be community learning which provide several knowledge that cannot be obtained in school area. 4H activities for youth (Terry, Harder, & Pracht, 2011) or other youth organization such as scouting (Vaske, 2008) are several example of NFE. As regard to NFE, the existence of volunteer involvement almost cannot be separated to NFE as well as NPO especially that concern on educational program. For instance, it was known that majority literacy program involved many volunteers in it (Schmiesing, Soder, & Russell, 2005). Volunteer is having role as the organizer, program developer and partner offering attention out of educational institution. Moreover, volunteer can be identified as mentor and provider within NFE experiences especially for youth (Terry et al., 2011). Meanwhile, from the nonprofit view, volunteers can be seen as an essential foundation of many nonprofit organizations (Terry et al., 2011). Volunteer is denoted as unpaid worker who contribute their time to organization or group (Snyder & Omoto, 2004). On the other words, volunteer engaged with organization and voluntarily share their interest without expecting any material funding. As regards to that purpose, both of those aspects are having similarity in social caring that is constantly having contribution for the development of society.

As a matter of fact, Chacon, Vecina, and Davila (2007) revealed that factually volunteer deny working independently, they work within organizational context. Volunteer could not improve the society alone, they need leader to direct their effort to solve specific problem (Boyd, 2003). Therefore, generally they engaged themselves within organization to provide direct as well as indirect service to the community as well as the organization (Hartenian, 2007). Direct service means service that is given directly such as officer for sport event, helping victim of natural disaster, tutoring illiterate, AIDS volunteer, youth and adult partner learning.
Meanwhile, indirect service is included involvement and their relation within organization and other volunteers. Moreover, volunteer plays distinct roles in organizations as well as in larger community especially related to nonprofit organization and public agencies (Cnaan & Goldberg-Glen, 1991). From that argument, it can be seen that volunteer has a different job types compared with others worker in term of responsibility to society. In addition, nonprofit organization has valuable assets which not existed in profit organization precisely committed and enthusiastic volunteer (Bang, Ross, & Reio, 2013). Volunteer works in order to fulfill the needs of being involved rather than earning compensation. This pointed out that the presence of volunteer is extremely has been acknowledged by the society. As regards to direct and indirect service, it cannot be denied that both of those characteristics are dependable. In fact, during providing services to the society, they considered provides their service to organization. For that matter, commitment is having essential factor within organization since it affect on how long the volunteer will provide their services. Therefore, the viability of a nonprofit organization is able to be identified by their commitment within organization. Therefore, organizational commitment is fundamentally required for NPO to maintain the life of organization.

Indeed, the energy which ties individual for relevance achievement to their specific goal can be mentioned as commitment (Meyer & Herscovitch, 2001). Meanwhile, organizational commitment defined as relationship between organization and individual (Mathieu & Zajac, 1990). Moreover, Mowday, Steers, and Porter (1979) explained that organizational commitment is the strength to identify the individual within their involvement in specific organization. For that matter, several researches were concern on this element and majority of it was focused and intentionally have been purposed for paid worker in profit sector. Further, since several studies prefer to compensated sector, few studies concern on organizational commitment within volunteer in nonprofit organization (Davila & Cachon, 2003; Pearce, 1993).

In fact, organization requires committed employees and required workforce from employee since it leads essential result for example reduce the turnover (Phillips & Edwards, 2008). Commitment is defined as attitude (Mowday et al., 1979). Attitudinal commitment emerge when individual and their organization linkage each other (Sheldon, 1971). Therefore, Mowday’s approach intends to represent attitudinal rather than behavioral which related to social cognitive theory. Further, attitude symbolize for something further than passive loyalty, thus it requires active involvement and action within organization such as provide something likewise contribute their time for organization. In other words, commitment is not merely from the passive loyalty even, real action is required (Dorsch et al., 2002). In contrast, behavioral commitment intends to shape their environment through their behavior rather than reacting to it. However, Meyer and Allen (1997) found relation between Mowday’s approach and affective commitment whereby affective commitment engaged with behavioral character. In brief, it cannot be deprived of that there would be any interrelationship between attitude and behavior within organizational commitment behind Mowday’s approach.

Four factors influence organizational commitment precisely personal factors, structural and role related characteristic, and work experience (Steers, 1977). Moreover, motivation is
included in personal factors while satisfaction tends to be influenced by work experience. As regards to the uniqueness of volunteer characteristic related to their involvement within organization as well as factor that affected their commitment to organization, the current study also gives emphasis on job satisfaction. If motivation tend to be discussed as personal needs, satisfaction is concerning in organizational needs. Satisfaction is referred as affective reactions to facet of the condition (Smith, Kendall, & Hulin, 1969). Furthermore, job satisfaction is leveled as main concept within organizational psychology and work which is used as agent link between working condition and organizational, and personality outcomes (Warsi, Fatima, & Sahibzada, 2009). Therefore, satisfaction in general context meant as a facet of work in human services. While in profit worker, the essential aspect of satisfaction is in attention to pay, benefit, and promotion (Williamson, 1996). Meanwhile, it is vastly different psychological existed in volunteer environment since satisfaction within volunteer tend to be affected by need, social responsibility, not concerning on monetary, and merely for obligation (Ellis & Noyes, 1990).

Considering those issues, theory hierarchy of need by Maslow become widely referred to job satisfaction besides it contributed to motivation. According to two factors theory by Herzberg, job satisfaction is affected by intrinsic reward which included as motive while from volunteer perspective, intrinsic rewards increase the satisfaction. Therefore, that is become the reason people intent to continuing their services since they satisfy what they obtain from the experience and value the rewards receive and willing to sustain and extend (Gidron, 1983). Consequently, satisfaction is actually giving wide impact differently from motivation towards organizational commitment since it can enlarge the organizational devotion and better performance. Further, in the current study addressed job satisfaction index by Galindo-Kuhn and Guzley (2001) to measure the facets of satisfaction. There are four dimension included namely organizational support, participation efficacy, empowerment, and group integration (Galindo-Kuhn & Guzley, 2001).

Organizational support is able to emerge feeling of satisfying within volunteer. For instance encouragement and training that has been conducted emerging volunteer satisfaction from emotional and educational to perform their assignment (Cyr & Dowrick, 1991; Ozminkowski, Supiano, & Campbell, 1991). Meanwhile, participation efficacy is factor that affecting job satisfaction among volunteer (Gidron, 1983). From this factor, volunteer has satisfaction since they feel other people will get benefit from their services. Meanwhile, empowerment is reflection from role assignment and communication quality whereby it related to satisfying of a chance to utilize their skills and knowledge. Further, according this factor, volunteer feel satisfy since they have good access to have information within organization and they have freedom in deciding the volunteer assignment. In addition, group integration become one dimension of satisfaction since based on this integration volunteer would be able to have contact with another staff or volunteer involved. For instance, volunteer wanted to get new activity since they can make new contact with other volunteer (Field & Johnson, 1993).

Furthermore, study from Galindo-Kuhn and Guzley (2001) has been used as the reference in the study although the approach being classified as new (Ping, Wing, Chui, & Yuen, 2011). Based on the result of correlation between VSI and intent to remain (Galindo-Kuhn & Guzley,
2001) it was found that overall dimension had positive relationship. By using similar content of VSI from previous study, Ping et al. (2011) found that overall dimension of VSI reported having positive correlation with functional motivation in Chinese context. Meanwhile, Siti-nazilah, Rozmi, and Fauziah (2012) used job descriptive index (leadership, co-volunteer, task, and position opportunities) to measure volunteer satisfaction in their study within college volunteer universities in Peninsular Malaysia. Moreover, they found that there was a relationship between overall satisfaction and organizational commitment. For comparison, study in profit organization (Warsi et al., 2009) found similar finding. Based on their study, overall job satisfaction has higher relationship with organizational commitment prefer to the relationship between work motivation and organizational commitment.

After several literatures review from previous studies in different context has been discussed and after looking at the gap between profit and nonprofit organization, the current study was purposed generally to examine relationship between satisfaction and organizational commitment among scout volunteer in Samarinda scout movement. Further, this study was conducted based on Galindo-Kuhn and Guzley (2001) recommendation that was to examine relationship in term of these two variables namely satisfaction and organizational commitment. The focus subject of the study was scout volunteer since it related to non formal education for youth as well as related to extension education area. Therefore, the finding of this research might have different result with others study in nonprofit organization types.

2. Materials and Methods

The present research used quantitative correlational research design to conduct the study. The target population of the study was scout volunteer who engaged themselves into scout movement organization center in Samarinda-East Kalimantan. Pilot study was done priori before the actual data collection conducted to test the reliability. Meanwhile, cronbach alpha for overall variables after pilot study done priori reached ≥.70; organizational support and group integration (.72), participation efficacy (.74), empowerment (.79), overall satisfaction (.82), organizational commitment (.77). For real data collection, the sample was taken by using simple random sampling which calculated by Slovin Formula. The total population was 437 volunteer who engaged themselves in scout movement organization in Samarinda city. After sampling measurement only 209 samples that should be used for data analysis. However, to keep away from the outlier answer and another case, it was decided to take 220 samples for data collection. The instrument was self administered questionnaire and it comprised three sections namely 6 items of demographic which adapted from Miller and Salkind (2002), 19 items of VSI adapted from Galindo-Kuhn and Guzley (2001) with 7 likert point scale from 1 for extremely dissatisfied to 7 for extremely satisfied, and 12 items of OCQ adapted from Mowday et al., (1979) with 7 point likert scale from 1 for extremely disagreed to 7 for extremely agreed. Therefore, the total items within the questionnaire were 67 items. However, from the total samples involved, only 207 (94%) sample which able to be processed while 13 samples (6%) considered outlier and incomplete answer. Since it was quantitative, the data was analyzed by using descriptive and inferential statistic.
3. Result and Discussion

According to descriptive statistic result, dominantly scout volunteer were male (60.9%) prefer to female volunteer (39.1%), majority of them were in 21 to 25 years old (41%) and few volunteer in 41 to 47 years old (0.5%) whereby majority of them were considered as senior scout volunteer. Moreover, commonly volunteer were still in single status (52.7%) while only 2 people (1%) were divorced. According to education background, majority volunteer were or in undergraduate level (41.1%), senior high school (36.7%) whereas few number from post graduate (6.8%). 71 volunteer have ≤ 1 year length involvement in scout volunteer or around 12 month involvement within the organization (34.3%) oppositely ≥ 10 years length involvement fulfilled by only 5 volunteer (2.4%). Generally, their frequencies in a month were 4 times meeting (48.3%) while more than 4 times frequency involvement in a month considered rare (15%).

Further, the correlation coefficient between satisfaction, and organizational commitment was measured as inferential statistic. Considering that overall data was in normal distribution, parametric statistic was employed. Therefore, Pearson Product Moment Correlation is being chosen to ensure the relationship within variables. Moreover, the result indicated there was a small positive correlation between overall satisfaction and organizational commitment (r = .298, p< .00). Further, it has been conducted analysis for four dimension of VSI. As a result (see Table 1), there was positive correlation between organizational support and organizational commitment (r = .314, p< .05) as well as group integration and organizational commitment (r = .280, p< .05). Unfortunately, participation efficacy (r = .137), empowerment (r = .095) having more than .05 value significant level (see Table 1). Therefore it can be revealed that both of those dimensions were failed to get correlation towards organizational commitment under Mowday approach (see Table 1). According the finding, these positive correlations indicated that the scout volunteer who was more satisfied in term of support given and group integration were having more committed to the organization. However, the results have weak significant correlation among overall satisfaction as well as the dimension.

Table 1. Pearson Correlation Product Moment Correlations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organizational support</td>
<td>.314**</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation efficacy</td>
<td>.137*</td>
<td>.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empowerment</td>
<td>.095</td>
<td>.173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group integration</td>
<td>.280**</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall satisfaction</td>
<td>.298**</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2 tailed)

The finding also indicated that organizational support has highest contribution to satisfaction compared to other dimensions, whereas the empowerment and participation efficacy were not important and not strengthen their job satisfaction for organizational commitment among scout volunteer. In this case, previous study (Galindo-Kuhn & Guzley, 2001) analyzed VSI
with intent to remain rather than using OCQ. Consequently, there is no similar result from the previous studies to support. However, according to their study, overall dimension has positive significant relationship with intent to remain. Whereas in part of empowerment and organizational efficacy of the current study showed that there was no significant relationship between them towards organizational commitment. It might be due to the different context as well as circumstance of organization causes not overall dimension having relation with organizational commitment.

4. Conclusion

The findings reported that there was small level relationship within satisfaction in term of organizational support and group integration. It was probably due to the training or encouragement carried out decided volunteer to find their level of satisfaction. Moreover, the function of organizational support and group integration from other staff might increasing their satisfaction (Cyr & Dowrick, 1991). In other words, organizational commitment within scout volunteer in East Kalimantan permitted only these dimensions (organizational support and group integration) to fulfill their satisfaction thus it gives big influence to their organizational commitment.

However, present study has contribution for body of knowledge. It was able to be used as reference within nonprofit organization especially for volunteer in non formal education or extension education field since majority studies prefer to be interested in profit organization for profitable sector rather than concern on non formal learning. However, there were several limitations emerged due to the data were collected from a specific volunteer organization therefore it could not be generalized. Another implication was given to the practice within organization especially for nonprofit organization. Nonprofit area especially scout movement should make as effort to positively provide impact to the volunteer in term of their satisfaction such as carrying out a gathering event in order to force their support between themselves, improving group organization by having more interaction within organization. Moreover, stakeholder should comprehends and realizes how much inter-correlation between satisfaction and organizational commitment thus they are able to determine how to assist each volunteer to increase their involvement into organization in order to have long services. This become serious issue, considering that volunteer is also become one important element in NFE as well as in extension area. Moreover, those elements cannot be disconnected, there was influence between them. In other words, NFE or extension education system should realize that they get benefit from the volunteer involvement to conduct their program and to maintain the organization’s life. Therefore, NFE or extension elements have to be able to develop and built a good relationship thus it can maintain, include as well as recruit as many as volunteers in it. Training and managing is also important to strengthen their involvement thus they have good quality in term of their organizational commitment.

Besides implication, this present study provided recommendation for practice and future research. Practically from nonprofit organization linkage with job satisfaction, it is suggested to adopt as well as adapt volunteer satisfaction index from Galindo-Kuhn and Guzley (2001) to measure the level of satisfaction rather than utilized common approach that usually being
purposed for profit organization which directly have different character with volunteer in nonprofit organization. Since this instrument was relatively young, thus it is required to be measured in different context to get general validation. Another advantage of this instrument was made specifically for measuring volunteer for nonprofit organization. Meanwhile, OCQ from Mowday et al. (1979) was adapted to measure organizational commitment in the present study. Therefore, it is suggested to establish specific instrument which can be used for measuring organizational commitment among nonprofit organization sector since majority studies in profit organization area used OCQ. Further, future study is suggested to develop large area and sampling in order to make comparison in finding with the present study. In addition, present study only used two variables: satisfaction and organizational commitment, therefore future research is suggested to expand the objectives such as determination according to demographic part in term of their relationship between job satisfaction and organizational commitment among volunteer. Finally future research is suggested to enlarge another volunteer organization which also related to activity outside the school institution thus it would be expected having more contribution to NFE or extension education field.
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